Power Cart Policies
If there has been a lot of rain please the call the Pro Shop for the current status. We
will do our best to provide information to all members and guests in a timely matter,
however there may be times when a decision has to be made without advance notice
in order to protect sensitive areas.
Handicap Flag Rules
 All players requesting a Handicap Flag must produce a Government issued Blue
Zone Parking Permit.
 All carts must stay at least 30 feet from greens and remain on cart paths around
all tees. Do not drive cart between bunkers and the green.
 When any or all parts of the course are declared as cart path only for any reason
you must remain on the cart path even when in possession of a Blue Zone
Parking Permit.
 Cart must not be driven through traditionally wet areas that would normally be
marked as Ground Under Repair, whether or not they are marked as GUR on
that particular day.
 Privileges will be revoked if rules are not adhered to.
90 Degree Rule
On certain days our staff may implement a 90 Degree Rule for Power Carts. This is
done to minimize damage when the course is wet. When this is in place we ask you
to please enter and exit the fairways at 90 degrees to the cart paths. The least
distance you have to drive on the fairway the better.
Cart Path Only Rule
When the course is extremely wet our staff will implement a Cart Path Only Rule .
When the Cart Path Only Rule is in effect no carts will be permitted on the grass
under any circumstance. This rule is only implemented when it is felt that cart traffic
on the grass would likely lead to permanent turf damage.
No Carts on Course Rule
In cases of extreme wetness, our staff may implement a No Cart Rule. When this is in
effect, carts will not be issued under any circumstance.

